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He decided who his children would marry and issued punishment for any family member that disobeyed him.
Wiedemann Thomas 44226 Books Amazon.ca . The eldest male in a Roman Household. The Fall of the
Roman Household is an absorbing and noteworthy study of the aristocratic household at the end of the

Western Empire.

Gardner Roman

Summary With the help of a wide variety of source material particularly legal documents and inscriptions
some of it. The Roman Household A Sourcebook by Jane F. The Roman Republic was a deeply conservative
and status conscious society. With the help of a wide variety of source material particularly legal documents
and inscriptions some of it made available for the first time in English this book illustrates the activities

associated with the household. in the Roman social structure the dominant male head of the household which
also includes his wife sons and their wives and children unmarried daughters and slaves republic a form of
government in which the leader is not a king and certain citizens have the right to vote. Each Roman home
had a set of protective deities the Lar or Lares of the household whose shrine was a lararium the Penates who
guarded the storeroom penus of the innermost part of the house Vesta whose sacred site in each house was the
hearth and the Genius of the paterfamilias the head of household or father of the family. 3.87 Rating details
15 ratings 2 reviews. The power that subdued the other members of the household was known in Roman Law
as patria potestas. Kate Coopers The Fall of the Roman Household is an ambitious and valuable study of the
cultural debates among clergy and lay cities regarding the role of marriage and the household in an evolving
Christian world. These socalled household codes already begun by Aristotle depict relationships of the male
head of household with his wife children and slavesan integral part of the affluent household in Roman

society. Each Roman home had a set of protective deities the Lar or Lares of the household whose shrine was
a lararium the Penates who guarded the storeroom penus of the innermost part of the house Vesta whose
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sacred site in each house was the hearth and the Genius of the paterfamilias the head of household or father of
the family. A legend has it that the Lares and Penates were once the household gods of Aeneas a Trojan hero

and the mythical ancestor of the Roman people. The Roman Household book.
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